SUPER STORAGE
SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY PART OF THE HOME & GARDEN
With every inch of the home valuable space, making the most of storage helps give back space to create
a calm feeling. From keeping hallways, utility rooms and kitchens clean to clearing pathways and exterior
entrances for when it’s time for some garden dining.

OPEN UP
Stacking shelving above counter tops and
floor storage is another way to add storage.
Or repeat storage units together to create a
customised solution. Stack similar items together
in matching colour groups to ensure the overall
effect is harmonious and calm.

PAIRED TO PERFECTION
Having multiple footwear options for changeable
weather means having a lot of footwear storage
needs. Simply making rows in a cupboard means
order and organisation can be easily disturbed by
hurried looking for the perfect pair for the occasion.
Shoe lockers and welly stands keep pairs together
whilst welly benches and console tables double up
to make even more of the space available.

SOFT STORAGE
Varying shapes, sizes and textures means
there are multiple options for adding order to
every room. Hiding smaller items from sight or
creating a feature when preferred. From logs to
laundry. Tools to toys, find everything a home
with rattan, cotton and felt.

GOOD FOR GARDENS
Outdoor storage boxes are ideal for keeping
gardens in tip top order. Keep tools, planting
accessories and toys out of sight until they’re
needed whilst protecting them from cold
and wet weather.

FUNCTION AND FORM
Time spent planning and maintaining outdoor
spaces shouldn’t be compromised by unsightly
bins and recycling containers. Disguise
plastic wheelie bins inside a bin store and
for additional style point, create a seamless
storage display with a matching log store.

Large Cast Iron Bracket Shelf, £50.00 | Large Chedworth Shoe Locker, £240.00 | Hambledon Plate Shelf, £135.00
Portland Storage Hamper, £25.00 | Small Storage Basket with Handles, £22.00 | Notgrove Console Table, £360.00
Small Raw Scaffold Shelf, £50.00 | Set of 2 Chesil Round Baskets, £65.00 | Clockhouse Shelf Ladder, £300.00
Aldsworth Welly Bench, £260.00 | Holkham Utility Basket, £30.00 | Chilson Console Table, £165.00
Small Aldsworth Outdoor Storage Box, £180.00 | Moreton Shed Unit, £230.00
Large Aldsworth Log Store, £180.00 | Aldsworth Vegetable Store, £125.00
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